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parameters of the sinusoids (the amplitudes, phases and frequencies) are transmitted to allow signal
reconstruction. The sinusoidal parameters are sorted according to energy content and perceptual
significance. The most significant parameters are transmitted first, allowing the use of only a small set of
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frame length. The results presented show the advantages gained for scalable audio coding by sorting the
parameters.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the use of sorted sinusoidal parameters to
produce a fixed rate, scalable, wideband audio coder. The sorting
technique relies on the perceptual significance of the sinusoidal
parameters. Sinusoidal coding permits the representation of a
given signal through the summation of sinusoids. The parameters
of the sinusoids (the amplitudes, phases and frequencies) are
transmitted to allow the signal reconstruction. In the proposed
scheme, the sinusoidal parameters are sorted according to energy
content and perceptual significance. The most significant
parameters are transmitted first allowing the use of only a small
set of the parameters for signal reconstruction. The proposed
scheme incurs a low delay and uses a 20ms frame length. The
results presented show the advantages gained for scalable audio
coding by sorting the parameters.

s[n] = ,=I A, cos(w,n + &) n = 0,. ..,N

1. INTRODUCTION

2. SINUSOIDAL AUDIO CODING
Sinusoidal coding has been used to develop both speech [I] and
audio (music) coders [2]. The following sections describe the
general principles behind sinusoidal coding and the modifications
made to the general model for the work of this paper.

2.1.The general model
The principle behind sinusoidal coding is the Fourier
representation of a signal whereby a given signal is represented
by its sinusoidal components such that:
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Audio coding aims to reduce the bandwidth required for storage
and transmission of a digitized audio signal. Nominally, single
channel CD quality audio requires a transmission rate of 706 kb/s
[6]. The reduction of this bit rate has been the impetus behind the
introduction of standards such as MPEG-I, 2 and 4 as well as
products such as the Dolby AC-2 and AC-3 systems for digital
audio compression and transmission [6].
This paper focuses on reducing the bit rate required for the
transmission of audio by using a different approach to the
existing schemes, as well as allowing for better quality audio as
more bandwidth is made available. Sinusoidal coding of the
audio signal is combined with a sorting technique to allow better
quality audio to be produced at low bit rates. The sorting
emphasizes the perceptually significant signal frequency
components.
This paper primarily aims at offering audio enhancements to
wireless applications using fixed rate transmission, with higher
rates offering higher quality. Thus the sinusoidal coding
technique utilises a short, fixed, frame length, setting it aside
from typical sinusoidal coders that use a variable h m e length
[I] [2]. The codei described also utilizes the entire 22.05 WIZ
bandwidth of the audio signal, unlike the existing HILN
parametric coder [ lo].
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where At, w, and &are the amplitudes, frequencies and phases of
the sinusoidal components respectively and s is a selected frame,
of length N , of the original audio signal. In the proceeding
sections, the amplitudes, frequencies and phases will be regularly
referred to as h e parameters of the sinusoidal model.
There are two popular techniques for deriving the sinusoidal
parameters: direct use of the Discrete Short Time Fourier
Transform (DSTFT) [I] or the use of Analysis-By-Synthesis
(ABS) [2]. Using the Fourier transform method, the sinusoidal
parameters are determined from the DSTFT parameters such
that:

N

(2)

where U( and 6, are the DSTFT coeficients and N is the total
number of transform coefficients.
To allow the DSTFT of the signal to be performed, the signal is
divided into frames by the use of a satisfactory window.
Typically, window fimctions such as the Hamming or Hanning
windows are used [1][2][3] and the frames are overlapped by up
to half the given frame length. The length of the window is
normally kept at 2.5 times the length of the pitch period of the
signal. The pitch period is regularly estimated and updated,
resulting in a variable length frame coder.
The reconstruction of the signal is performed by employing the
overlap-add technique to avoid discontinuities at h e
boundaries. That is, the synthesised signal is given by:
i[n] = w,[n]j"-'[n] + w,[n- T E k [ n- TI
(3)
frame, W, is the reconstruction
where ;' is the synthesised
window and T is the overlap of the consecutive frames (in
samples) [I]. It has been shown that some performance gains
may be obtained by ensuring that the analysis and synthesis
windows are identical [3].

2.2 Model modifications
The general model described in Section 2.1 was modified
slightly for the work described in this paper. Firstly, a short,
fixed frame is used which is more fitting for a coder to be used
for continuous transmission purposes. In choosing the frame
length of the coder, a lead was taken &om the GSM speech coder
which utilises a 2 O m s _ h e length [7]. The use of a 20ms m e
length means that the audio coder proposed is a short m e
length coder. Frame selection is carried out by the use of
overlapping windows. At a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz (the
sampling frequency of the CD) a 20ms frame corresponds to
approximately 880 samples per frame.
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The window used in this case was obtained h m [9] and is given
by:

WindOWbg

(
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W[n]=sin ( n + 0 5 ) Scl&

Frame

OlnSN-1

(4)

FV is a perfect reconstruction window of length N and so is used
for both analysis and synthesis. This window is also used because
of its sharp main lobe and low side lobe fkquency response. The
narrow main lobe ensures minimal “smoothing” effects in the
fiquency domain and the low side lobes reduce the potential of
“fiequency leakage”. The use of a perfkct reconstruction window
is consistent with such coders as AC-3 and MPEG-4 [6].

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 1 (a) Proposed encoder architecture.
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Figure 1 illustrates the proposed audio coder and decoder. The
proposed architecture is built around the sorting of the
amplitudes according to energy content. We thus consider the
sorting technique first in this discussion.

3.1 Sorting the parameters
The amplitudes are sorted in order of decreasing magnitude, and
the same sorting is used for the phases. This sorting allows the
coder to concentrate on the parameten that contribute most to the
reconstruction of the original signal. The process also has the
added advantage of producing a monotonic relationship between
the ordered amplitude magnitudes. This relationship permits the
modeling of the amplitudes by the use of either a monotonic
decreasing function or by the use of interpolation. A Wher
advantage is that, having arranged the amplitudes in a manner
that determines the amplitudes’ relative (and perceptual)
importance, scalable audio coding with a smooth increase (or
decrease) in quality is a possibility.
Using the sorting scheme described, it was found, through
informal listening tests, that only fifty sets of parameters (i.e.
amplitudes, phases and indices) need be used (out of a complete
441 in the frame selected) to achieve good quality synthesised
audio [5J .
Simply sorting the amplitudes in terms of energy content does
not take advantage of the perceptual redundancies in the sipal.
To improve transmission rates while maintaining quality a
perceptual model is employed to remove the perceptually
insignificant components from the model before the sorting of
the amplitudes. In the following subsection we explore the use of
simultaneous masking as a perceptual model for this selection
process.

3.2 The perceptual model

Figure 1@)The proposed decoder

Sorting the sinusoids according to energy content to determine
the relative importance of each sinusoid is an effective technique
when the signal to be coded is highly tonal. However, this
technique will not perform as well for non-tonal signals as the
energy content of non-tonal signals is distributed over a wider
range of frequencies than tonal signals.
It is known kom auditory theory that when numerous sounds
reach the ear simultaneously, a number of them may be masked
[6]. In this work, the masking effect is used to determine which
frequency components are required (according to the original
signal’s kequency representation). In particular, we seek to
eliminate a number of high-energy components in the same
critical frequency band. This allows either a reduction in the
number of components that need transmission or an increase in
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sound quality using the same number of components. Thc
technique used to calculate the simultaneous masking curve for
each h e is the same as that presented by Johnston [SI.
The application of the masking model differs from the technique
used in, for example, MPEG-4 and AC-3 where the model
determines a limit for the quantization noise [6]. Here, the
perceptual model is being used in the selection of the frequency
components to be transmitted first.

3.3 Frequency domain gains
As mentioned in the preceding two subsections, only a small
number of sinusoids need be used from the complete set of
sinusoids to produce the synthesised audio. A consequence of
using so few sinusoids fkom the original set is the reduction of
l
>
overall energy content in the signal. To counter significant
energy loss, twenty-five frequency domain gains are used, each
corresponding to a critical frequency band as given in [6].These
gains adjust the average energy of the synthesised signal in each
critical band to ensure the energy in each band is approximately
the same for the synthesised and original signal.
In practice, it was found that more weight should be applied to
the low frequency gains than the high frequency gains. Without
this weighting high frequency “scratches” may occur in the
synthesised audio when the quantized gains are used. These
scratches are undesirable and the weighting is carried out by
applying a power law as described in [5].

4. QUANTIZATION
The sorting of the sinusoids according to energy content allows
preferential transmission of the parameters as well as the
exploitation of the relationship between consecutive amplitudes.
Scalar quantization is used for the quantization of most of the
parameters in this work. This may seem wastehl, but, as will be
clarified, scalar quantization is necessary for some parameters
and sufficientlyefficient for the quantization of other parameters.

4.1 Quantization of the amplitudes
The monotonic relationship between successive sorted
amplitudes is exploited by modeling the amplitudes with the use
of a spline interpolator. This means that only a limited number of
the amplitudes are transmitted, the rest are inferred at the decoder
by spline interpolation of the transmitted amplitudes. Figure 2
shows‘actual sorted amplitudes and the spline model of the
amplitudes. The number of amplitudes to be transmitted at any
given rate has been determined on the basis of similar results to
those presented in [5]. In the coder presented here at least one
amplitude is inferred for every amplitude transmitted. The
transmitted amplitudes are scalar quantized at 8 bits each.

4.2 Quantizing the phases
In sinusoidal speech coders, the phase tends to be modeled
rather than quantized, as in [l].A different approach taken by [2]
was to maintain the time domain envelope of the signal which
implicitly contains phase information. In our experiments we
found the maintenance of phase information to be important to
overall quality, a result confirmed by [I]. In the previous,
variable rate, version of this coder, the phase was quantized using
weighted scalar quantization, where the amplitudes were used as
relative weights [5]. That is, phases associated with the large
amplitudes are quantized more accurately than phases associated
with the smaller amplitudes.

’
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Figure 2 The use of spline interpolation (The transmitted
amplitudes correspond to positions [1 2 3 4 6 8 1 1 151).
The scalable version of the proposed coder used in this work
utilised a uniform scalar quantizer for. the phase to allow a
simpler implementation of the coder. Each phase component is
now coded using 5 bits. The number of bits used per phase was
determined experimentally.

4.3 Quantizing the indices
The indices indicate the spectral position of the sinusoids before
sorting. As the sinusoids have been re-arranged, the indices are
required by the decoder for correct synthesis. To avoid distortion,
the indices niust be coded losslessly. In [5]the use of a H u h
code to quantize the indices led to a variable rate coder. For this
work the aim was the use of a scalable coder at fixed bit rates,
hence a fixed length loss-less code is used to represent each
index. A total of 441 sinusoids are used; thus 9 bits per index are
required.

4.4 Quantizing the gains
The vast majority of the critical band energy matching gains
were found to be distributed between one and two. A ten bit
codebook was trained to quantize the gains with each gain vector
having twenty-five elements. The use of this codebook in
combination with the weighting of the gains produced
insignificant distortion on the synthesised audio.

4.5 Total number of bits
As a summary of the previous sub-sections it can be seen that
the total number of bits per sinusoid is 22 (8 for the amplitude, 5
for the phase and 9 for the index). There are also 12 bits per
frame used for the normalization of the amplitudes and 10 bits
per frame used to quantize the hquency domain gains. Thus at a
bit rate of 32 kb/s (for example) a total of thirteen sinusoids
would be used, without spline interpolation. The use of spline
interpolation allows this number to be extended to 15.

5. RESULTS
The proposed coder was used to code all of the SQAM files
obtained from [4] at 16 kb/s, 32 kbls, 42 kb/s, 64 kb/s and 128
kb/s. Informal listening tests showed that the improvement in
quality as the bit rates were increased was easily appreciated by
the listener. It is also significant to report that although the
quality of the audio degraded significantly at 16 kb/s, all of the
speech files included in the testing were found to be intelligible
with slightly annoying distortion.
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Table 1 SegSNR (dB)results at various bit rates and before coding (Masking SegSNR)
The music files coded at 16 kb/s varied between annoying and
very annoying with the exception of highly tonal music such as
that obtained fiom the Hom. The source of the most perceptually
annoying distortion seems to be audibility of individual sinusoids
when very few are used for the synthesis. As the bit rates used
for the coding were increased the quality improved accordingly.
Good quality was obtained for most files at the 32 and 42 kbls
rates. Table 1 lists selected Segmental Signal to Noise Ratio
(SegSNR) results in dB, whilst Figure 3 plots some of those
results.
Two points to note are the “Masking SegSNR” column in Table
1 and the general consistent shape of the curves in Figure 2. The
“Masking SegSNR” column in Table 1 shows the SegSNR
obtained using the complete set of sinusoids available after the
masked components had been removed (before any
quantization). At such SegSNR results, the synthesised audio was
found to be indistinguishable fiom the original in informal
listening tests. The values presented In the “Masking SegSNR”
column are meant as a point of comparison and as an indicator of
the relative quality of the synthesised audio. These objective
results were found to be in agreement with informal listening test
results.
The general shape of the curves in Figure 3 indicates the
existence of a knee point in the relationship between quality
obtained and bits used at around the 42 kb/s mark. The existence
of such a knee point seems to indicate that this cnder should be
operated at around the 42 kbls mark, however, the perceptual
quality of the reconstructed audio was found to keep on
improving as the bit rate was increased beyond 42 kb/s.

6. CONCLUSION
A fixed rate sinusoidal coder employing a new technique for
transmitting the amplitudes has been presented. The sinusoids are
rearranged according to each sinusoid’s energy contribution to
the reconstruction p f the original signal. A perceptual model is
used to enhance the selection process and ensure the selection of
perceptually significant information. The sorting scheme allows
for scalable coding as. the most important information is
transmitted first, thus relating perceptual quality to
bits used. The coder presented uses a short tizlme length and
minimal algorithmic delay in the coding of the audio signal.
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Figure 3 SegSNR results for some signals at different rates
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